
Your task - consider what was spoken about in this video and the information you 
were given. How do these impact India? Think about jobs and settlement. Write a 
paragraph about this.  

Red - fill in the gaps  

The western coastal plains attract many ____________ because of the lagoons. 
___________ are saltwater lakes separated from the sea by land or rocks. The climate 
around the western plains is ____________ throughout the year. Between June to 
September, they experience the ___________________ which sees heavy rainfall. The 
high amount of tourists is good for this area as it creates __________, and likely sees 
human settlement. 

The eastern coastal plains see an intricate route of rivers. These rivers deposit silt 
which makes the ground very ___________ - they can grow crops such as sugarcane 
and _________. This makes these areas highly sought after to live as it creates jobs. 
The climate around this area is hot and humid, but they experience heavy ___________ 
in October, November and December. The various ports are used to 
__________________ throughout India and to other countries; this is another reason as 
to why human settlements are found there.  

Both the western and eastern coastal plains are great for __________, this provides 
jobs for many of the locals and enables them to sell their produce to areas in land.  

The Himalayas provide a huge ________________from their mountain ranges, which 
create rivers all the way through India. This is a contributing factor to why the 
country is so densely populated. The Himalayas provide India with huge trade and 
tourism: people coming to _______________________.  

 

tourists  Lagoons  rice  water source 

monsoon season  transport goods  fishing  jobs 

rainfall  warm  fertile  visit, climb, hike 
and explore. 

 

 

 



Yellow - Use these prompting questions and word bank to help you write your 
paragraph. 

Why might tourists be attracted to the western coastal plain area? How would this 
affect human settlement?  

Why is the eastern coastal plain area a desirable place for people to settle? How 
does the ground surrounding the rivers help those who live there?  

What does the large mountain range offer those who live there and those who visit?  

 

tourists  Lagoons  rice  water source 

monsoon season  transport goods  fishing  jobs 

rainfall  warm  fertile  visit, climb, hike 
and explore. 

 

 

 

Green - write a paragraph. Remember you can use the slides and the video resources 
from today’s lesson to help you.  

 

 


